RoboCup 2007
Middle Size League
Finals

Final Match

2F1 EIGEN
Keio University
magenta yellow

Tribots
University of Osnabruck
1st Place

Score Penalty Final
0 0
2 2

11:00 ref. Bonarini, Merry, Nurouzi, Ribeiro, Sorren

cyan, blue

2F2 Tribots
University of Osnabruck

2 2

2F4 Hibikino-Musashi
KitaKyushu Science Research Park

3rd Place Match

2F3 CoPS
University of Stuttgart
magenta yellow

Score Penalty Final
1 3 4
1 2 3

09:00 ref. Bonarini, Merry, Nurouzi, Ribeiro, Sorren
cyan, blue

CoPS
University of Stuttgart
3rd Place